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The environmental problems associated with global warming are urging the
development of novel systems to manage and reduce the energy consumption.
An attractive route to improve the energy efficiency of civil buildings is to store
the thermal energy thanks, during heating, to the phase transition of a phasechange material (as paraffin) from the solid to the liquid state and vice versa.
The stored energy can be then released under cooling. Herein, we developed a
novel material (nanofelt) constituted by Si3N4 nanobelts able to absorb huge
amounts of liquid paraffin in the molten state and to act as an efficient shape
stabilizer. The nanofelt manufacturing technology is very simple and easy to be
scaled-up. The effect of the Si3N4 nanofelts density and microstructure on the
paraffin sorption and leakage and on the thermal properties of the resulting
composite structures is investigated. It is shown that the produced Si3N4/paraffin composites are able to retain enormous fractions of paraffin (up to 70
wt%) after 44 day of desorption test on absorbent paper towel. The thermal
energy storage efficiency measured through calorimetric tests is as high as 77.4%
in heating and 80.1% in cooling.
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Introduction
In the last decades, the accumulation of greenhouse
gases related to human activities has caused chemical
changes in the atmosphere, becoming the main reason for global warming [1–3]. In this context, the
development of energy storage systems is essential
for managing the energy demand and for reducing
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the human carbon footprint. Such systems work as
accumulators of an available energy form (thermal,
electric, chemical, etc.) which can be used at a later
time [3–7]. Thermal energy storage (TES) allows the
accumulation of thermal energy that can be used for
thermal management applications, such as to balance
the energy demand of civil buildings, thus reducing
the energy absorption peaks [7–10]. Among the different TES architectures, latent heat thermal energy
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storage systems are of great interest as they allow to
store huge amounts of thermal energy (at a constant
temperature) thanks to the phase transition of a
material from a physical state to another (for example
from liquid to solid and vice versa) [10–13]. For this
reason, they are mostly based on the so-called phasechange materials (PCM). Paraffins are the most used
organic-PCM due to the low cost, the high heat of
fusion/solidification, the broad range of melting
temperatures and the chemical stability [13, 14]. They
are mainly used for the production of thermoregulated building materials [15–18], solar energy storage
devices [19], sport equipment [20, 21], multifunctional composites [22, 23] and smart fabrics [24–27].
The recent European requirements concerning the
achievement of nearly zero-energy buildings
(NZEBs) [28] represent a new stimulus for the
research of novel thermally insulating materials and
thermal energy storage systems.
The main drawback related to the use of paraffinbased PCMs is their leakage in the molten state,
which requires the confinement of the PCM either by
encapsulation [26, 29] or by shape stabilization
[30–32]. Shape stabilization can be performed using
polymer matrices, such as high-density polyethylene
[33], polypropylene [34], poly(methyl methacrylate)
[35], polyurethane copolymers [36], acrylic resins [37]
and styrene–butadiene–styrene rubber [38]. Moreover, in the last few years also porous ceramics (such
as expanded graphite, iron ore tailings, silica, etc.)
have been considered for the shape stabilization of
paraffins [39–41].
The recent developments in the field of polymerderived ceramics (PDC) [42] have allowed the production of new porous ceramic structures [43] as
aerogels [44], cellular structures [45], foams [46, 47],
3D-printed architectures [48–51], mesoporous structures [52, 53] and fibrous ceramics [54]. PDC technology is based on the pyrolysis of a pre-ceramic
resin (polysiloxane, polycarbosilane, polysilazane,
etc.) in controlled atmosphere. At high temperature
the resin loses its organic part leaving a ceramic
structure whose composition depends both on the
resin chemistry and on the pyrolysis atmosphere.
In a recent patent [55], we have disclosed a novel
polymer-derived-ceramic (PDC) synthesis route for
the preparation of a-Si3N4 nanofibrous structures
(nanofelts). The process is pretty simple and allows
the production of nanofelts with various geometries
of possible industrial interest [56, 57]: an open-cells
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polyurethane foam is impregnated with a polysiloxane and pyrolized in N2. At low temperature
(\ 1000 °C) the pre-ceramic resin is converted into an
amorphous SiOC network embedding nano-graphitic
carbon clusters [58, 59]; this structure replicates the
parent PU foam geometry. At about 1500 °C the
carbothermal reduction of silica begins releasing CO
and SiO gasses. Then, SiO reacts with N2 (from the
atmosphere) within the SiOC foam cells, forming aSi3N4 nanobelts. At the end of the process the SiOC is
completely consumed leaving nanofibrous ceramic
felts. Considering that (1) the nanofelts are characterized by extremely low density (open porosity
& 95–99.7%), (2) the Si–N bond is rather covalent
(Dv = 1.14, corresponding to 27.7% ionic character, v
being the electronegativity) and (3) and single crystal
silicon nitride has a high intrinsic thermal conductivity over 200 W m-1 K-1 [60], these materials could
represent a novel architecture for shape stabilization
of apolar compounds (as paraffin).
On the basis of the considerations, the aim of the
present work is to answer the following questions:
1.
2.

Can Si3N4 nanofelts act as an efficient shape
stabilizer for paraffin-based TES applications?
Which are the thermal properties and the energetic performances of the resulting paraffin/
Si3N4 composites?

Experimental procedures
Different Si3N4 nanofelts were prepared following
the procedure detailed in [55]. Open-cells polyurethane (PU) foams (A.R.E., Milan, Italy) with different cell size were employed; i.e. 30 and 90 pore per
inch (PPI30 and PPI90, respectively). The foams were
cut into rectangular samples with size about
30 9 15 9 3 mm3. These were impregnated with a
liquid siloxane (SPR-036, Starfire, NY, USA) in acetone solution (SPR-036/PU = 2:1 weight ratio) and
cross-linked with a Pt Karstedt’s catalyst (CAS#:
68478-92-2; Sigma–Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA,)
diluted in xylene to 0.1% (50 lL of Pt catalyst per
gram of SPR-036). The PU foams were impregnated
with different amounts of pre-ceramic resin, the SPR36: PU weight ratio ranging between 3:1 and 8:1 (this
allowed to obtain felts with different densities). After
10 h drying at room temperature, the foams were
pyrolised in a tubular alumina furnace (Lindberg/
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Blue, USA) in N2 atmosphere (300 cm3 min-1). The
pyrolysis was carried out at 1565 °C for 3 h (heating
and cooling rate = 10 °C min-1). A summary of the
sample’s names and of their characteristics in terms
of processing parameters, density and porosity is
reported in Table 1.
The microstrucutre of the nanofelts were analysed
using a Zeiss Supra 40 field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) after metalization with a
Pt–Pd sputtering. The mineralogical analysis was
carried out by X-ray diffraction using a D/Max-B
diffractometer (Rigaku Co, Tokyo, Japan), operating
at 40 kV and 30 mA (CuKa radiation, 0.05° step, 4 s
step-1).
The nanofelts were used to absorb a Rubitherm
RT21HC paraffinic wax (Rubitherm GmbH, Berlin,
Germany), with a melting point of 21 °C and a
melting enthalpy (DHm) of 139 J g-1. This PCM was
selected to store/release thermal energy in a temperature interval near room temperature (civil
building applications). The paraffin absorption was
carried out on a heated plate at 40 °C and occurred
within few minutes.
The ability of the materials to retain paraffin has
been investigated through a leaking test performed in
an oven at 40 °C. The specimens, after the production, were placed in the oven on an absorbent paper
towel, and the mass of the specimens was monitored
for a period of 44 days in order to determine the
maximum quantity of paraffin that they are able to
retain in the long period.
The Fourier transformed infrared spectra (FTIR)
were acquired in attenuated total reflectance (ATR)
mode using a Perkin Elmer FT-IR Spectrometer
(Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA); the working
parameters were wavenumber range 4000–650 cm-1,
four scans, resolution of 4 cm-1.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed
on the prepared samples (after 14 days of desorption
Table 1 List of the prepared
Si3N4 nanofelts

on sorbent paper towel) through a TGAQ5000 thermobalance under an air flow (10 mL min-1) from 30
to 700 °C (heating rate = 10 °C min-1). The temperature associated to a mass loss of 5% (T5%) and the
temperature associated to the maximum rate of
degradation (Tpeak) and the residual mass at 700 °C
(m700) were determined. Differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed on
the prepared samples (after 14 days of desorption on
sorbent paper towel) using a Mettler DSC30
calorimeter under a nitrogen flow (10 cm3 min-1). A
heating scan from - 30 to 50 °C was followed by a
cooling stage from 50 to - 30 °C. All the thermal
ramps were carried out at 10 °C min-1. In this way,
the melting and crystallization temperature (Tm, Tc)
and the specific melting and crystallization enthalpy
values (DHm, DHc) were obtained. The volumetric
specific enthalpy P was evaluated by multiplying the
experimental enthalpy values by density, the density
of each sample (q) was evaluated knowing the
paraffin content and the density of the nanofelt
matrix for heating and cooling, i.e. as PHeat =DHm*q
and PCool=DHc*q, respectively. In the case of paraffin,
the density values reported in technical data sheet
have been used (0.88 g cm-3 at the solid state,
0.77 g cm-3 at the liquid state). Moreover, the thermal energy storage efficiency was determined both
during the heating scan (gm) and the cooling scan (gc)
as the ratio between the specific enthalpy of the
samples and the corresponding specific enthalpy
values of the neat paraffin, as shown in Eqs. (1, 2):


DHm
gm ¼
 100
ð1Þ
DHmPCM


DHc
 100
ð2Þ
gc ¼
DHcPCM
where DHmPCM and DHcPCM are, respectively, the
specific enthalpy values associated to the melting and
crystallization of the neat PCM. The thermal analyses

Sample name

PPI

SPR-036/PU (weight ratio)

Density (g/cm3)

Porosity (%)

PPI90_189 (kg m-3)
PPI90_136 (kg m-3)
PPI90_84 (kg m-3)
PPI30_61 (kg m-3)
PPI30_45 (kg m-3)

90
90
90
30
30

8:1
6:1
4:1
6:1
3:1

0.189
0.136
0.084
0.061
0.045

94.1
95.7
97.4
98.1
98.6

The sample’s name reports the PPI (pores per inch) of the parent PU foam and the density of the
pyrolised samples
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(TGA and DSC) were carried out after keeping the
samples for 14 days at 40 °C on an absorbent paper
towel (paraffin leakage test).
The reliability of the materials in terms of melting/
crystallization enthalpy upon heating and cooling
cycles was tested performing 20 repeated heating/cooling cycles from - 30 °C up to 70 °C using a
Mettler DSC30 calorimeter under a nitrogen flow
(10 cm3 min-1).
The overall thermal performance of the materials
(after 14 days of desorption on sorbent paper towel)
was investigated recording their surface temperature
using an infrared thermal imaging camera FLIR E60
(emissivity = 0.86). The specimens were heated in an
oven at 40 °C overnight and then inserted in a climate
chamber at a temperature of 5 °C; the surface temperature was then monitored for 60 min. At the same
way, the specimens were cooled in a climatic chamber at 5 °C overnight and then inserted in an oven at
a temperature of 40 °C; the surface temperature was
then monitored for 60 min. In the heating test the
time required to reach a temperature of 40 °C (t40) has
been evaluated, in the cooling test the time required
to reach a temperature of 5 °C (t5) has been
evaluated.

Results and discussion
The main morphological, microstructural and mineralogical features of the nanofelts are reported in
Fig. 1a–e. The nanofelts obtained using PPI90 PU
foams are well-homogeneous, and the parent sponge
structure (i.e. pores and struts) cannot be recognised
with the naked eye (Fig. 1a). Conversely, the materials obtained using large-cell PU foams (i.e. PPI30)
show a more inhomogeneous morphology which
partially replicates the struts and cells of the parent
PU foam (Fig. 1a). The phase analysis by XRD evidence that the main crystalline component of the
nanofelt is a-Si3N4, with negligible amounts of its b
polymorph (Fig. 1e). The felt microstructure is constituted by silicon nitride nanobelts, whose size primarily depend on the PU foam PPI: large cell-foams
leading to thinner and longer Si3N4 fibres (Fig. 1c, d)
[57]. The nanobelts are constituted by dense single
crystals as shown by the TEM investigations reported
in our previous work [57]. The transformation of the
amorphous SiOC network into Si3N4 is complete (or
almost complete) in all the samples with the
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exception of the PPI90_189 kg m-3, where large
amounts of relicts of SiOC struts are present in the
pyrolised component (Fig. 1b). This might be attributed to the fact that in this sample a large amount of
pre-ceramic resin was used (Table 1), thus requiring
the diffusion of more N2 inside the felt to complete
the reaction. It is also worth mentioning that the high
fibre density in PPI90_189 kg m-3 reasonably hinders
the N2 diffusion and consequently retards the
transformation.
The ability of the nanofelts to retain paraffin was
evaluated through a leaking test; the results, in terms
of mf/m0, (where m0 is the initial mass of the specimen and mf the mass at the time of the measurement)
in terms of wt% paraffin content and in terms of vol%
paraffin content are reported in Fig. 2a–c,
respectively.
Figure 2a reports that PPI30 samples show the
highest mass increase due to paraffin absorption (mf/
m0 value higher than 900%). This can be attributed to
the fact that PPI30 samples are significantly less
dense than the PPI90 ones, with open porosity
exceeding 98% of the total volume (Table 1). However, PPI30 samples exhibit also the largest leakage;
thus, at the end of the test these samples show the
lowest mf/m0 ratio. Conversely, the samples
PPI90_189 kg m-3, PPI90_136 kg m-3 and PPI90_84
kg m-3 are characterized by a lower weight gain due
to paraffin absorption. The mf/m0 ratio scales with
the starting density of the felt, denser felts being
characterized by lower weight gain. However, PPI90
materials are characterized by a limited paraffin
leakage, mostly concentrated in the first 10/15 days
(the leakage is limited in particular for PPI90_136
kg m-3 and PPI90_84 kg m-3 samples). The differences in terms of leakage performance between PPI90
and PPI30 samples might be primarily attributed to
the different morphology: PPI30 felts being characterized by a more inhomogeneous microstructure,
which partially replicates the struts/pore of the parent PU foam (i.e. the reminiscence of parent PU foam
structure can be clearly seen in Fig. 2a in case of
PPI30 sample, while it is not detectable with the
naked eye in case of PPI90 sample). The presence of
regions with very low local density of fibres could
represent preferential leakage paths.
From the results reported in Fig. 2b, it is possible to
observe that all the samples are able to absorb a huge
amount of paraffin (up to 90 wt% in the case of
PPI30_45 kg m-3). Moreover, the samples PPI90_84
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Figure 1 Digital camera picture of two selected PPI90 and PPI30 samples (a), SEM micrographs of the nanofelts (b–d) and XRD
spectrum of the PPI_136 kg m-3 (e).

kg m-3 and PPI90_136 kg m-3 are able to retain
paraffin with a very limited leakage (Table S1). The
paraffin content is around 80 wt% after 14 days and
around 75 wt% after 44 days (Table S2). All the other
samples are characterized by a strong paraffin leakage (concentrated in the first 10 days) leading to a
paraffin content of only ca 50 wt% and ca 25 wt%
after 14 and 44 days, respectively. It is also possible to

observe that the paraffin-retaining ability of the
nanofelts slightly increases with their density (i.e.
comparing PPI30_45 kg m-3 and PPI30_61 kg m-3
samples or comparing PPI90_84 kg m-3 and
PPI90_136 kg m-3 felts). This can be attributed to the
fact that the number of fibres per unit of volume
increases with the density of the felt, thus increasing
the capillarity forces contrasting the the leakage. An
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Figure 2 Desorption curves of the prepared samples in terms of
a mf/m0, b parafﬁn content wt% and c parafﬁn content vol%.
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exception is represented by the PPI90_189 kg m-3
felt. Its different behaviour can be explained considering that it contains significant amounts of unreacted SiOC (Fig. 2b) that might represent preferential
leakage regions.
From the results reported in Fig. 2c it is possible to
observe that PPI90 samples are able to absorb up to
75 vol%, and the sample PPI90_136 kg m-3 is able to
retain paraffin more than the other samples, with a
paraffin content equal to 41.6 vol% after 44 days
(Table S3). The samples PPI90_189 kg m-3 and
PPI90_84 kg m-3 show a similar absorption capability but a release profile more rapid, similar to that of
PPI30 samples that are able to retain only a very
limited paraffin quantity (around 1–2 vol%).
The advantage of the Si3N4 matrix for the absorption of paraffin respect to common systems such as
graphene foams and graphene oxide/carbon nanotubes composites is the short time required for the
paraffin absorption: the Si3N4 matrix is able to absorb
paraffin within few minutes, while in the case of
graphene oxide 2 h of stirring at 90 °C is required,
and in the case of graphene oxide and graphene
oxide foam several hours of vacuum impregnation
[61–63].
To confirm the hypothesis of no chemical reaction
between the Si3N4 matrix and paraffin, FTIR measurements were performed. The FTIR spectra of
PPI90_136 kg m-3 sample with and without paraffin
and of neat paraffin are reported in Fig. 3.
Looking at the spectra of the PPI90_136 kg m-3
sample without paraffin, it is possible to observe a
broad band in the range 800–1000 cm-1 that can be
attributed to the Si–N–Si asymmetrical stretching
vibration of a-Si3N4. The peak at 1098 cm-1 can be
related to the Si–O vibrations in unreacted SiO2
relicts. The peak at 683 cm-1 can be attributed to the
Si–N stretching vibration [64–66]. Looking at the
spectrum of neat paraffin it is possible to observe
three peaks in the range 2800–3000 cm-1 that can be
attributed to the C–H stretching vibration of –CH2
and –CH3 groups, while the peaks at 1466 and
1378 cm-1 can be attributed to the C–H asymmetric
and symmetric bending of –CH2 and –CH3 groups,
respectively. The peak at 720 cm-1 can be assigned to
the CH2 rocking vibration [29]. The curve of the
PPI90_136 kg m-3 sample with paraffin presents both
the absorption peaks of paraffin and of the matrix; in
particular, no change in shape nor shift of the
absorption peaks can be detected. This confirms the
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Figure 3 FTIR spectra of the PPI90_136 kg m-3 sample with
and without parafﬁn and of neat parafﬁn (RT21HC). Spectra
collected in ATR mode.

absence of chemical reactions between the matrix and
paraffin due to the inert nature of the Si3N4 matrix.
The thermal behaviour of the samples after 14 days
of leakage test on absorbent paper towel was investigated by TGA and DSC. The thermogravimetric
curves of the PCM-impregnated nanofelts and of the
neat PCM, are presented in Fig. 4 along with the
corresponding derivative curves. The most representative results obtained from these tests are summarized in Table 2.
From the thermogram of the neat PCM sample it is
evident that the degradation takes places in a single
step at about 180 °C (corresponding to Tpeak). The
same behaviour can be observed for all the PCMimpregnated nanofelts, meaning that, as expected, no
degradation of the ceramic structure occurs in this
temperature range. The refractory properties of the
ceramic structure might represent an advantage of
this material in terms of safety (fire-proof) compared
with other porous structure as expanded graphite or
polymers which might burn or decompose when
heated. The weight loss in our samples is only due to
the degradation of the PCM. Looking at the values of
T5% is possible to observe that the paraffin incorporation in the nanofelt matrix increases the thermal
stability of the materials, delaying the weight loss
due to paraffin degradation of around 10 °C. Looking
at the values of Tpeak, it is possible to observe that, in
case of samples containing a lower paraffin amount
(PPI90_189 kg m-3, PPI30_61 kg m-3, PPI30_45
kg m-3) this temperature tends to be lower respect to

Figure 4 TGA curves of neat parafﬁn (RT21HC) and of the
Si3N4/parafﬁn composites (after 14 days of desorption on sorbent
paper towel).
Table 2 Results of the TGA test on neat parafﬁn (RT21HC) and
on the Si3N4/parafﬁn composites (after 14 days of desorption on
sorbent paper towel)
Sample

T5% (°C)

Tpeak (°C)

m700 (%)

RT21HC
PPI90_189 (kg m-3)
PPI90_136 (kg m-3)
PPI90_84 (kg m-3)
PPI30_61 (kg m-3)
PPI30_45 (kg m-3)

117.8
126.9
137.5
131.4
127.5
124.6

180.7
161.1
195.3
188.9
177.0
160.7

0
62.0
25.7
13.4
33.1
52.3

that of paraffin; this effect can be due to the fact that
paraffin is concentrated on the Si3N4 fibres (that have
good thermal conductivity), and therefore the
degradation is faster.
In case of samples containing higher paraffin
amount (PPI90_84 kg m-3, PPI90_136 kg m-3), the
decomposition temperature is slightly higher; in this
case the heat is not enough to decompose the huge
amount of paraffin, therefore heat has to pass
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through the structure (that is characterized by the
presence of voids) and the degradation process takes
longer time. Looking at the residue at 700 °C (m700),
neat paraffin sample completely degrades, while for
the other samples the soil residue is between 13 and
62% and corresponds to the mass of the nanofelt
matrix. Moreover, comparing the values of paraffin
content that can be estimated from the values of m700,
with the values of paraffin content after 13 days
measured with the leaking tests and previously
reported in Fig. 3b. It is possible to observe that these
values are very similar; small differences can be
noticed only in the case of PPI30_61 kg m-3 and in
the case of PPI30_45 kg m-3. This is due to the fact
that small variations of paraffin load within the same
specimen could be expected, especially in case of
PPI30 samples which shows a non-homogeneous
morphology (Fig. 2a).
Remarkably, we can observe that the Si3N4 skeleton does not show any degradation upon heating, no
thermal effects being visible above 250 °C. Si3N4 is in
fact well-stable in inert atmosphere up to 1800 °C and
in air up to 1100 °C [57]. This means that the structure is definitively more heat resistant and does not
collapse at high temperature. It results therefore safer
in case of fire, if it is compared with other organic
[12, 18, 67] or carbon-based inorganic [61, 68] shape
stabilizers.
In order to investigate the thermal properties of the
materials, DSC tests were performed. The DSC thermograms collected in the first heating and in the
cooling scan are presented in Fig. 5a, b, while the
most important results obtained from these tests in
the first heating and in the cooling scan are collected
in Table 3.
From the thermograms it is possible to observe the
melting peak of the PCM at about 20 °C, whose
intensity is proportional to the paraffin content of
each sample. A secondary melting peak of paraffin in
the range - 15–0 °C (about 11 J g-1), is slightly
detectable in the prepared samples. Moreover, it is
worth noting that the shift of the Tm values in the
samples PPI90_136 kg m-3 and PPI90_84 kg m-3
towards higher temperatures is probably a thermal
effect due the presence of air inclusions in the material which reduces the thermal conductivity of the
system. For the same reason, the Tc values of the
PPI90_136 kg m-3 and PPI90_84 kg m-3 are lower
(up to 10 degrees of difference) than those shown by
the RT21HC sample. Usually when dealing with TES,
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Figure 5 DSC curves of neat parafﬁn (RT21HC) and of the
Si3N4/parafﬁn composites (after 14 days of desorption on sorbent
paper towel): a heating scan, b cooling scan.

one would require very high thermal conductivity
and reduced shift in the melting temperature with
respect to the pure PCM [22, 27, 31]. While this is
indeed true in high and medium temperature applications (solar towers, industrial furnaces, etc.), it
might not be the case in low temperature systems, as
thermal management of civil buildings. Here, the
seasonal or night-day cycles are very slow, thus
leaving enough time for the heat to diffuse inside the
PCM/shape stabilizer composite (even if their thermal conductivity is modest). It might even be considered a positive effect, if the PCM latent heat is
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Table 3 Results of the DSC tests on neat parafﬁn (RT21HC) and on the Si3N4/parafﬁn composites (after 14 days of desorption on sorbent
paper towel)
Sample

Tm (°C)

DHm (J g-1)

Pheat (J cm-3)

gm (%)

Tc (°C)

DHc (J g-1)

Pcool (J cm-3)

gc (%)

RT21HC
PPI90_189 (kg m-3)
PPI90_136 (kg m-3)
PPI90_84 (kg m-3)
PPI30_61 (kg m-3)
PPI30_45 (kg m-3)

19.4
21.4
28.2
29.9
24.1
21.6

139.1
58.0
107.7
102.2
101.3
68.9

107.1
25.6
67.5
65.2
47.6
25.5

100.0
41.7
77.4
73.5
72.8
49.5

12.3
11.5
4.7
2.3
8.7
12.9

149.7
60.8
111.3
119.9
108.4
77.1

131.7
29.8
79.2
87.2
57.8
32.3

100.0
40.6
74.3
80.1
72.4
51.5

slowly releases and absorbs the thermal energy for a
few hours cycle.
Analysing DHm and DHc values, it emerges that the
melting and crystallization enthalpy values are proportional to the paraffin amount. Moreover, the
samples PPI90_136 kg m-3, PPI90_84 kg m-3 and
PPI30_61 kg m-3 show interesting thermal energy
storage capabilities, both in heating and in cooling.
Comparing the gm and the gc with the results of the
leaking test (reported in Fig. 3b) it is possible to
observe that the values, in terms of paraffin content,
in each sample are very similar. Small differences can
be observed in case of PPI90_84 kg m-3 and PPI30_61
kg m-3 and can be due to an inhomogeneous distribution of the PCM within the samples. The volumetric thermal parameter of the PPI90_136 kg m-3
has been evaluated around 67 J cm-3 in heating
(PHeat) and around 80 J cm-3 in cooling (PCool): these
values are very high and confirm the results obtained
from the leaking test reported in Fig. 3c.
Comparing the three samples with higher thermal
energy storage efficiency (PPI90_136 kg m-3,
PPI90_84 kg m-3 and PPI30_61 kg m-3) it is possible
to conclude that the PPI90_136 kg m-3 is the most
promising material and the one with the lowest
temperature difference respect to the melting and
crystallization point of neat paraffin. The measured
thermal energy storage efficiency was as high as
77.4% on heating and 80.1% on cooling. These values
are comparable or larger to other results published in
the scientific literature for other inorganic shape stabilizers [40, 61, 68]. But this new architecture possesses two fundamental advantages:
(1)

The synthesis route is very simple and flexible
[57] compared with other inorganic skeletons
[40] produced by sol–gel techniques (requiring
a more sophisticate chemistry and reactant

(2)

control) followed by supercritical drying (very
expensive and slow);
Si3N4 is fire resistant, inert and does not burn if
heated or in case of fire (as would happen in
carbon-based architectures [61, 68]).

The efficiency value obtained from the use of the
PPI90_136 kg m-3 (around 77%) is much higher
respect to the efficiency that can be obtained using
graphene oxide as shape stabilizer for paraffin
(around 50%) [61]. On the other hand the use of
graphene foams and graphene oxide/carbon nanotubes composites results in enthalpy values that are
around 99% [62, 63], but these compounds are not
stable in temperature and thus can be considered
dangerous in case of fire; moreover, vacuum
impregnation is necessary in order to absorb paraffin.
In Fig. 6 the results of the thermal cycling test
performed on the most promising sample (PPI90_136
kg m-3) are shown. It is possible to observe that the
melting and crystallization enthalpies after 20 heating/cooling cycles are the same of the first cycle: this
demonstrate the reliability of the composite material
in this study.
Figures 7a, b and 8a, b show the thermal images of
the samples during cooling and heating, respectively.
Looking at the images acquired after 1 min from the
beginning of the test (Figs. 7a, 8a), it is possible to
observe that all the five specimens are visible, but the
intensity of Sp1, Sp5, Sp6 is low; these points correspond to the samples PPI90_189 kg m-3, PPI30_61
kg m-3, PPI30_45 kg m-3 that have lower PCM
content. Looking at Figs. 7b and 8b, acquired after
10 min from the beginning of the test, it is possible to
observe that only the PPI90_136 kg m-3 and PPI90_84
kg m-3 are still visible, thanks to the higher PCM
content.
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Figure 6 Results of the thermal cycling test performed on the
PPI90_136 kg m-3 sample.

Figure 9a, b reports the result of the thermal
imaging test. Both in the heating and in the cooling
test the starting temperature is slightly different
respect to the estimated one (5 °C in heating, 40 °C in
cooling) due to the time required to move the samples from the oven to the climatic chamber and vice
versa. In the cooling test (Fig. 9a), for the samples
PPI90_136 kg m-3 and PPI90_84 kg m-3 the temperature decreases with a plateau-like trend due to
the crystallization of the PCM. In the other samples
this behaviour is only slightly detectable due to the
lower PCM content. A very similar behaviour can be
observed in the heating test (Fig. 9b): for the samples
PPI90_136 kg m-3 and PPI90_84 kg m-3 the temperature increases with a plateau-like trend due to
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the melting of the PCM, while in the other samples
this behaviour is only slightly detectable due to the
lower PCM content.
From the results of the thermal imaging, reported
in Table 4 in terms of time needed to reach the final
temperature, it is possible to observe that the time
required to reach 40 °C is about 30 min for the samples PPI90_136 kg m-3 and PPI90_84 kg m-3, while it
is only 11 min for the PPI30_45 kg m-3. Moreover, it
is possible to observe that the time required to reach
5 °C are generally lower respect to the t40. The reason
for this behaviour is the difference of the thermal
conductivity of paraffin between the liquid and the
solid state [69]: at the solid state the thermal conductivity is higher, therefore during cooling the
crystallization process is accelerated by fast heat
diffusion through the solid. On the contrary, during
heating, the melting process is hindered due to the
lower thermal conductivity of the liquid paraffin
formed on the samples surface, leading to a longer
time to reach the final temperature.

Conclusions
Si3N4 nanofelts can act as a novel architecture for
shape stabilization of paraffin-based PCM. The
paraffin absorption and leakage strongly depend on
the nanofelt density and on the choice of the parent
polyurethane foam used to manufacture the nanofelts. The best results in terms of paraffin leakage and
thermal performances are obtained when using
small-cell polyurethane foams precursors (i.e. 90 pore

Figure 7 Thermal images of prepared samples and of the reference temperature of the climatic chamber (ref) the during cooling a after
1 min and b after 10 min (samples tested after 14 days of desorption on sorbent paper towel).
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Figure 8 Thermal images of the prepared samples and of the reference temperature of the oven (ref) during heating a after 1 min and
b after 10 min (samples tested after 14 days of desorption on sorbent paper towel).

Figure 9 Temperature proﬁles of prepared samples: a cooling and b heating stage (samples tested after 14 days of desorption on sorbent
paper towel).
Table 4 Results of the thermal imaging tests on the prepared
nanofelts
Sample

t5 (min)

t40 (min)

PPI90_189 (kg m-3)
PPI90_136 (kg m-3)
PPI90_84 (kg m-3)
PPI30_61 (kg m-3)
PPI30_45 (kg m-3)

5.1
21.7
18.5
4.5
3.8

18.0
29.8
28.4
17.7
11.7

storage efficiency (77%) and by a specific melting
enthalpy higher than 100 J g-1. Moreover, the thermal imaging test revealed that, thanks to phase
transition of the PCM, the time needed to reach a
specific temperature (40 °C) is three times higher in
the case of the sample PPI90_136 kg m-3 respect to
the PPI30_45 kg m-3.
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